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Take two
Softball team sweeps
doubleheader from Butler
Thursday, Aprll 20, 1995

Cleaning
staff cuts
•
•
nuse
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Gaddini wins

presidency
By CHRIS SEPER

Staff writer

Student Senate Speaker Chris Boyster and senate members Trevor
Griffin and Jeff Zilch
found themselves on the
outside looking in after
Wednesday
night's
Student Government
Elections.
However, former senate
members · Lisa
Garrison and Jason
Anselment found themselves on top of an organizational body they'd
left more than a year ago.
After an hour-and-ahalf delay, some seasoned
Student Government officials were denied and former senate members
took control of the executive posts in the 1995

spring elections.
Current Vice President
for
Public
Affairs
Michelle Gaddini beat
Griffin 960-673 to
become student body
president. In other races,
Anselment beat Boyster
924-684 to become vice
president for public
affairs, Garrison beat
Zilch 853-745 to become
vice president for student
affairs, Matt Herman
beat Brian Anderson
825-766 to become vice
president for financial
affairs, and Amy Decker
got 906 votes to beat
competitors Carrie Dunham and Kiley Allen,
who had 494 votes and
230 ~s, resp~cti•my;
The eYen divisio:h

Your VISion Party candida~s dominated the race
for Student Senate seats,
taking 14 of 16 spots in
Wednesday's Student
Government election.
In the at-large district,
Gina Zamboni (952 votes),
Melanie Blum (829 votes),
Josh Tucker (769 votes),
Dennis Alexander (739
votes)
and
Bob
McLaughlin (732 votes)
won for the Your Vision
Party.

The Your Vision Party

Staff wrtter

• See GADDINI Page.2

Your Vision takes
14of16 in Senate
By SC01T BOEHMER
Student government editor

By CHRIS PISTORIUS

took all the Senate seats
in
the
off-campus.
Winners were Paige
Parker (227 votes), Dan
Crowley (176 votes),
Bryan Gutraj (174 votes)
and Steele Secola (148
votes).
In the on-campus district the Your VJ.Sion Party
took all but one seat.
Winners from the Your
Vision
Party
were
Courtney Stone (578
votes), Nicki Best (562
votes), Nora Strong (539
votes), Rick Tucker (522

+ See YOUR Page 2

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) - A car
bomb ripped deep into America's heartland Wednesday, killing more than
206people and leaving 300 missing in a
blast that gouged a nine-story hole in a
federal office building. Seventeen of the
dead were said to be children whose
parents had just dropped them off at a
day~ center.
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Building Service Workers in
the Physical Plant are upset
and discouraged by the university's plan to diminish their
staff through attrition, which
they claim would lessen the
. cleanliness of the school.
The university plans to "do
more with less" by downsizing
the number of service workers
through attrition and increas~ - ing the job tasks of the
remaining workers.
"The classroom cleanliness
will drop dramatically," said
Roger Miller, a service worker
in the Phygical Plant. "I dump
trash in all rooms of all buildings, and after the changes, I
will only be able to dump
about half of the rooms."
About 57 service workers
work in the Physical Plant,
doing various janitorial duties
such as cleaning buildings and
removing trash.
The plan would decrease
positions through attrition to a
targeted number of 36 employees in an attempt to st.ay within the budget. The proposal
would combine employees' jobs
and alter cleaning routines to
do more work with fewer
employees.
· Last year, the Physical
Plant began the fiscal year
with a $170,000 deficit, and
this year a deficit should be
avoided by not replacing workr
ers who retire, resign of leave
for other reasons, thus freeing
funds, said Ted Weidner,
Physical Plant director.
Service worker Greg
Chasteen said the level of
cleanliness will probably drop

t

See CLEANING Page 2

"We're sure that that number will go been behind the attack. President ing a slide presentation on the fifth
up because we've seen fatalities in the Clinton called the bombers "evil cow- floor. "When I came out, I could see
ards," and Reno said the government daylight if I looked north and daylight
building," Fire Chief Gary Marr8 said.
There was no immediate claim of would seek the death penalty against if I looked west." Mayor Ron N orick
said the blast was caused by a car
responsibility for the attack, the deadli- them.
Their clothes tom off, victims cov- bomb that left a crater 8 feet deep. He
est U.S. bombing :iJ;i 75 years.
At least 200 people were ii:rjured - 58 ered in glass and plaster emerged said the car had been outside, in frmt
critically, Marrs said - and scores were bloodied and crying from the building, of the building.
"Obviously, no amateur did this,"
feared trapped in the rubble of the which looked as if a giant bite had been
taken out of it, exposing its floors like a Gov. Frank Keating said. "Whoever did
AlfredP.
this was an animal."
Murrah Federal Building more than dollhouse.
Paramedic Heather Taylor said 17
Cables
and
other
debris
dangled
nine hours after the bombing.
"Our firefighters are having to crawl from the floors like tangled streamers children were dead at the scene. The
over corpses in areas to get to people in a scene that brought to mind the car children, all at the day-care center,
that are still alive," Assistant Fire bombings at the U.S. Embassy and ranged in age from 1 to 7, and some
were burned beyond recognition, said
Marine barracks in Beirut in 1983.
Chief Jon Hansen said.
"I dove under that table," said B~ .Dr. Carl Spengler, one of the fir$t docAttorney General Janet Reno
who was ~v- , tors. at the scene.
refused to co~t on who might hav~ Espe,
. a st.ate veterinarian
.
.
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Student pleads not guilty to fake ID charge
By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Staff writer

One of the 14 individuals
charged with possessing falsified driver's licenses entered a
not-guilty plea in Coles
County
Circuit
Court
Tuesday.
Craig M. Jostes, 18, of
Morton, appearing before

Associate Judge Dale Cini
Tuesday, was one of 14 people
arrested in March following a
year-long investigation. Cini
set a May 23 court date for
Jostes, who requested a jury
trial.
The investigation was conducted by the Coles County
Sheriff's Department and
Secretary of State's police,

with the assistance of
Charleston and campus
police.
Jostes is the first of the 14
to appear in court on the fake
identifications charges. His
case was among four moved
up from May 9 because th_e
original date is a final exam
day. Other cases are scheduled to appear on either April

25, May 2 or May 9.
Eleven of the 14 persons
arrested for possession of the
out-_of-state ID's are Eastern
students.
Possession of a fake ID is a
class B misdemeanor and is
punishable by a $500 fine and
500 hours of community service.

Employees at Gateway

Liquors, 413 W. Lincoln Ave.,
and Panther's Lounge, 1421
Fourth St., confiscated the
several IDs, most of which
were fake Indiana or Missouri
driver's licenses. The case is
not connected to arrests made
last year in which several
Eastern students were
charged in March with altering Illinois driver's licenses.

FROM PAGE ONE
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between the Your Vision and
Empowerment parties ended· after the
executive races. The Empowerment
Party won two of the five executive
posts while the Your Vision Party captured 14 of the 16 available Student
Senate seats.
"We're looking forward to getting
something expressed that we couldn't
do as senators," said Garrison, a sen, ate member in 1993 who is currently
the executive director of the MultiCultural Student Union and member
of the Empowerment Party.
"In a way I was surprised,"
Garrison said about losses of candidates such as Boyster and Zilch. "I

think as far as old members not being
voted in, I think people picked up on
things they said they would do and
followed up and saw they didn't do
this (and said) 'Why don't we get
somebody new in."'
Anselment, an Empowerment Party
member, was a senate member in
1994 and serves as chairman of the
Tuition Review Committee.
Gaddini's victory was the most clear
cut, as she received more votes than
any other executive candidate.
Gaddini, a member of the Your Vision
Party, ran on a platform of creating
student deans, opening teacher evaluations to the public, clarifying the
grade-appeal process and adding ice
machines in the residence halls.

"I've got another year to work with
the students and represent them,"
Gaddini said, adding she is hoping to
have a retreat with the new executive
staff to develop ideas and get everyone's feelings out in the open.
Griffin, who has one semester left
on his Student Senate seat, said he
will run for speaker of the senate next
week.
"I think I was really proud of both
sides," Griffin said. " Really, whoever
won, the entire campus won. We were
both pretty much qualified."
Anselment said his first priority
would be to work with the local university board created by the elimination of the Board of Governors,
Eastern's governing board. He said he

wants a student voting member on the
board, which would regulate policy at
Eastern.
Herman, a member of Your Vision
Party, said he wants to explore the
option of reviewing monthly additional allocation requests from student
organizations
given
to
the
Apportionment Board. As vice president of financial affairs, Herman will
oversee the AB, which allocates student fee money to different groups.
"We went out and worked hard to
get our ideas known and met with
people and let them know we were
interested in what they had to say,"
Herman said.
Decker, a Your Vision member, was
unavailable for comment Wednesday.

priority will be to work with the new Melanie Blum said: "Hopefully, we can dum to place the new university attencity council representative and try to go out and personally meet students. I dance policy in the Student
votes) and Jenn Carr (510 votes).
establish a better relationship with city think the two parties can work togeth- Government Constitution passed with
Only two Empowerment Party can- officials.
er."
951 students voting for it and 379 vot"Over part of the year, the Student
While Blum and most her party ing against it.
didates took senatorial seats: Debbie
_ The refe:rendum, which was proGagliardo (669 vqtes) in theat-large_ :$ena~ too~ aJ.~sser role in goy,em._~~: .. ·~Cr:cvt12ed .to vi~t9.ry,._Y'cru:r;:~Vi§ion c;:andi,.,
district, and Katie Himes {460 votes) m:·· issues than the other two senates (fac- date Chuck Hurley did not.
pos6\l1by current Vice Pr~s~qE;l_JJ.t [qr,
theAotno~tcalamofpu,s di"stvno"tcte.s were cas'·t·,:wi·th•· .ulty . and staJf},, It·s}l:qlillt:ln?t-be<th~t,-.. .,,:s--'tlA'~e-J.t-<all;;.-t}ta~d~~li!'P**~~mic A,ffairs Kristie Kahles;
way," Gutraj said.
. - - .. - .... wasn't enotig:h,"' s3.id.·:fiiirieY, a cti.he:ri.t . requires faculty merilbers to grant
1,457 coming from on-campus districts
"Coming off the campaign trail, I'm senate member who ran for reelection make-ups and otherwise not punish
and 379 votes cfomin from off-campus much more in touch with the students as an at-large candidate. "I want to students with verified abscences for illdistricts.
than I was a month ago."
congratulate all the others who won."
nesses, emergency or participation in
Gutraj, currently the senate's City
New incoming senate member
In other election matters, a referen- official university events.
Council representative, said his first
• From Page

1
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with the decrease in workers.
"One of the better points of
Eastern is its level of cleanliness on campus," Chasteen
said. "It would be a real
shame to see that level drop."
However, Weidner said service workers shouldn't predict
that the level of cleanliness
will drop with less workers.
"It is impossiqle to say how
the level of cleanliiless will be
~hanged," Weidner said. "The
Building Service Workers are

The Daily

giving up before they try."
Service workers are also
concerned with employee
morale and the relationship
they hold with Weidner
regarding the cuts.
"We are afraid the students, faculty or anyone else
who notices the drop in cleanliness will want to blame us,
when in fact there is nothing
more we can do," Miller said.
"Just rumors of the change
has decreased the morale and
drive of the workers."
Frank Seeley, a service

Ea~ter11. New~

worker in the physical plant,
said Weidner really doesn't
have a lot of respect among
many of the service workers.
"Instead of coming right
out and making a decision,
(Weidner) forms a committee," Seeley said. "The committee will decide on the mhtter - taking the blame off of
Weidner."
Chasteen says he doesn't
always agree. with Weidner,
but says Weidner is doing
what his · job position
requires.
..-.... .................... ..-.... ..............................
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The Division of Rec Sports
will be taking applications for
All SRC Positions*
(Including Lifeguards)

April 20, 21, 24 and 25.
Please stop by SRC Office
or call 581-3961 and ask for
Jeff Dvorak.
*To apply for summer positions
you must be here for both
intersession and 8-week session.

WOOD REAL ESTATE

._.,.

Summer Employment

AVAILABLE!

345-4489
JIM WOOD

ij

Verge editor ................................. Karen Wolden
Assoc. Verge editor. .......................JA Winders
Senior sports reporter ................ Robert Manker
Senior news reporter ......................John Ferak*
Senior photographer .......................Mari Ogawa
Advertising mgr........................... Dean Romano
Design & graphics mgr ......................Todd Crull Sales mgr. ..............................Christina German
Promotions mgr............................Jackie Griggs
Student bus. mgr ....................DeReese Parram
Assistant bus. mgr ....................John M. Alberts
General mgr .............................Glenn Robinson
Editorial adviser ................................John Ryan
Publications adviser ........................ David Reed
Technology adviser ........................Karin Burrus
Press supervisor .........................Johnny Bough

and I am trying to help workers succeed in their jobs.
"I think for the most part
that we are getting full potential from our workers,"
Weidner said. "But I think we
need to make structural
changes in our organization
to make ourselves more efficient, and I hope to make
these changes."
The physical plant, will be
conducting a trial project over
the stunmer to test the new
routines and job duties of
employees.
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"I don't particularly agree
with the way he's handling
this situation, and I think he
could have been more up
front with it," Chasteen said.
"But the man was hired to do
a job and he's doing it, and
he's good at his job."
Weidner said he is also concerned with morale in a situation where cuts are being
made.
"I am concerned about•·
worker. morale," Weidner
said. "But I am hoping to ·
improve worker attitudes,

............

Marty's
hearing
.delayed
A hearing involving
liquor charges brought
against a local tavern has
been rescheduled.
David Kinnaird, manager of Marty's, 1666 Fourth
St., was scheduled to go
before Liquor Comm. issioner and Mayor Dan
Cougill at 9 a.m. Tuesday
in the City Council
Chambers of the Mun-icipal Building at 520 Jackson Ave.
The hearing was canceled because of scheduling problems bet-ween the
two parties.
A new. date for the hearing has not· been sched~.
uled. Marty's has remained· open during each
of the postponements.
This is the second time
the hearing, which was
originally scheduled for
April 4, has been postponed. The hearing was
scheduled for Tuesday
because of problems in
scheduling between both
sides.
Kinnaird pleaded innocent on March 28 to
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Maps aid
disaster
warnings
By JOANNE CLARK
Staff writer

Don McKay, a member of
the Illinois State Geological
Survey, said by utilizing geological mapping, p~op\e can
bettei;. prepa_.te fo:r Jmlll.inent

~

natural ~isi$ti?rs·: ' . . . .
McKay s:i)oke to a crowd in

the Physical Science Building
Wednesday night as part of
Eastern's Earth Week events.
McKay's lecture titled
"Geologic Mapping for
Hazards and Assessments,
Mineral
Resources
Identification and Environmental Protection," explained how studying samples
of the landscape allows for
geologists to predict.disasters
and determine the age of artifacts.
"A geological map is an
unique map," McKay said.
These types of maps help
explain age, distribution and
materials in specified areas,
he said.
During his presentation,
McKay used several different
maps to illustrate the various
uses which the maps serve.
Among the items identified on
geological maps are fault
lines, oil drillings, building
foundations, and underg}'(}Ull.d Jllinea.. ...
... \ . "
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Perhaps Fred Yaffe summed up the n~ for
affirmative action on.campusbest when he said
the psycholog!;tieparlment Is "~white'as Bµt- ·
ternut breacf:"'. ·
·"
.. ' ~''·
· ·' · ·· · ···

Race series ended more tharl''·a ffionth agtS
It's getting a little thick folks.
celebrate only during that month.
'7hank youfor the There is no Irish histoiy month. If
Ever since the series entitled
'A Separate Peace' attempted to
there is, I was never told about It.
insight·... or should But I suppose that if one would
cover the minority experience
on campus, there has been the
I say the nearsight~ apply the above logic to those of
usual ftuny ofletters volleying
edness?"
· Irish decent, St. Patrick's Day
the same haci<neyed arguments
would be the only day that Irishover whether or not black studAmericans are "politically
ents are treated fairly by the uniallowed" to celebrate their heritage.
versity. It is generally known that
the series had holes.
Rich
Actually, it is the day when
Get over it.
the Irish should celebrate the
Mr. Dessiter took aim at the
Bird
bringing of Christianity to Ireland.
idea of the word Negro being
But that doesn't seem to stop
inherently racist. Fine, but that argument was presented _
them. There is no political group of heritage police that
more than a month ago on these same pages. If the white
hands out citations for celebrating outside the constraints
majority feels it necessaiy to surgically undo a minority
of a designated histoiy month or day. If any minority
groups feels restricted by the calendar to celebrate their
argument not once; but twice, they have too much time
on their hands. In return fire, Miss Pitchford gave the
heritage at certain times and not others, I wouldn't feel
same old "you wouldn't undei;stand" philosophy.
great sorrow for them. Instead, I would feel it for the way
Well, how enlightening.
they would belittle themselves and their ancestly.
·
Thank you for the Insight ... or should I say the nearAmerica is not guilty for treading on blacks alone. There
have been Japanese and Asian concentration camps on
sightedness? The white majority is well aware of the contributions to America that blacks made as slC\ves. But
our shores. A Catholic couldn't attempt to.hold the presi- .
might I ask if the minority is aware of the contributions
dency for more than 190 years. American places of busimade by Irish, German, Dutch, and other groups of white- · ness would regularly display signs saying" lrish Need Not
~fun.is heri!age?
. ·.. . .· ..· .
. .
;:·'Apply.'!· Af1d the list goes on." .. .·. · ;j.;.: '· : '<
"Of eourse we are," they.can say. "We w~~ taught in <: · B_l:lt how can a>plot ;c)f'l~g "Wtth.lrivi~i8le bord~fs be to
school."
·
blame? The actiqn,? qf.ignor~t, qatefu\~ple are truly ·.
Well, I was taught about American slaveiy in school
the cause. As a jolirncllism major; Md aj tpff member of ..
tao. I was also taught about such things as the European
The Daily Eastern News, I have literallY tried to illustrate
colonization of Africa, African-American contributions to
that point, but rarely have I been understood by both
science, mectidne and literature. It may not h<We been
sides. I'm not a descendent ofthe signers of the
· required, butfor anyone who botheredto open their eyes, · Declaration of Independence, the Mayflower voyagers or
. the informatkm was there. Neither side can be denied,
. . ~other suc:h ~lite W.A.S.P.-ish groups. Neither can I say my
· bilt ·bOth always seem to be the target of the other.
ramilyeverwore shaddes on American s61L'Soperhaps I
The majority IS also aware that February ls.the officially ··-' .can'.fful.ly un.derstand either experience. ·
, ,fecognlzect montn'.set ~Ide fp_r,the black mloorify;'. al- .
' But at least I tiy. ·
."'though I'mnot'sufe w00 :offidates month naming. If there ·
So i would ·ask all-of the passionate letter writers who
are any official month-namers reading, I would like to
feel the need to play actlvlstto do the same and get off
n6mlnate myself for September. I think it would coincide
-their crosse5~ The wood is much better suited for building
nicely with my birthday on the 21 st, but I digress.
than burning.
I would suspect too that the white majority is also
.
.
aware that it is the shortest month of the year, but don't
- Rich Bird is a staff writer arid Is a guest columnist for 1he
hold.me to that. Yet I can't support ciaims by members of
Daily Eastetn News.
·
the black minority that they are "politically allowed" to

Yaffe, chainpa,Qpf µ:te ~logy '!e~t.
called on Eastern [>re51dent David Jomsfor rem~
dies concerning funding
to attract more minority
instructors to the psy. chology department at
the second of three brown bag lunches and town
meetings hostedby Jorns. The meeting was held
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Only one of 23 faculty members ip tll~ psy;>;~ ~ c;,·, .o
¢iology department is a minority. ·~ "' ·'""-c""~· ' _,•. '· ' ·~ ''"'' ... _
- ~~~~~~-k¥~Z"J\s....,...iY~~~c~t4~~~~~~~~~.~
~
· In a larger scope, out of the 657
·''~':·~
....,,: ... ..
"''' ..,,. .,,.... , -· " ..,.,. ......
. .. ........,· ·''''···' -.-·...
...... ,......,. . '""' ... ·- ,., .... , .... ... .
... . .. ..... ..,., .' .- ~~
bers on campus, only 51 are·minorities.
According to Eastern's governing manual,
Eastern is "committed to a program of affirmative action to alter patterns of growth and employment which indicates underutilization of
members of minority groups and women, whether in administration, faculty, civil service or students.
And Eastern administrators stress that they
support affirmative action hiring and recruiting
policies.
But how does the adm inistration expect to
recruit minority students to campus when less
than 8 percent of the faculty members are minEASTERN
THE
orities?
STOP
LAW
While affirmative action policies certainly
SIGN
don't set quotas as to the number of minority
Todd Crull
and w omen thatmust be hired, the administraSTOP MEANS STOP
tion shouJd .beaw are that these numbers are
· even smallet' ih pr0portion to the 10 percent
minority rate of students on campus.
these students ·are the essence of
Johnetta Jones, director of minority affairs, was
what Habitat Is all about - people .
caring for ot her people.
correct When she said that the 20th century is a
diverse society;
Joe Nolan
We w ould also like to thank the
But from the looks of Eastern's campus, w e
Dear editor:
Eastern chapters of Delta Sigma
are stud< in the 19th century.
Theta, Sigma P"'i Epsilon and A lpha
Eastern needs to continue to make a good
As chaiiperson of the "ShantyPhi Omega for their support during
town " comm ittee for the campus
the event. These groups had severfaith attempt to recruit minority faculty to camchapter of Habitat for Humanity, I
pus.
w ould like to thank all those w ho
al m embers who participated in the
ev en and helped pass outinformaThe Daily Eastern New s encourM erely posting job notices in minority-geared
supported us prior to and during
tion about Habitat. W e w ould also
ages letters to the editor concernmagazines w on't get the job done.
like to thank the Newman Catholic
ing any local, state, national or
Shantytow n. We raised more than
But light now, it seems like it is the only step
$ 1,280 for Coles County Habitat for
Center for the use of its v an and
. international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
Humanity.
Eastern is taldng to recruit minority faculty.
Our comm ittee w ould like to
the Coles County Habitat for bringd F .h I
b
ed
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Eastern' s Habitat
chapter gives thanks
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Letter policy

specifically thank all of the businesses who donated boxes and supplies
for the ev ent. These include OCE

~~~!:~~~~~~=~~~~i~!~~!':1~i~
&.. Appliance, .Witm er Furniture,

./

Judy ' Hallmark Shop and the
Eastern Physical Plant. W ithout the
help of these businesses, Shantytown and all of the aw areness and
fund raising that w ent w ith it w ould
not have-been possible.

ing us dinner Wednesday nig ht.
Finally, as ev eiyone who w as
involved know s, it became fairly
cold during the nig ht . So, w e

wor s. or t e etter to e print ,
the name of the author, in addition
to the author's address and telephone number, m ust be included. If

w ould like to g iv e a special thank
you to the residents from the
eig hth floor of Andrew s Hall and
ev eiyone else who brought us hot
cocoa, blankets, etc. It is really .
great that these students w ere concerned enough about our w elfare
to come help us out. A nd in.reality,

: : : ;niyg,

i~~=::gt~i~n~ ~p~~~dat ,

the discretion of the editorial page
editor or editor in chief.
·
Anony mous letters will not be
printed.
· If a letter has more tha·n ·t hree
authors, only the names of the first :;
three will be printed.
'
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UNIVERSITY ·
.THEATRE
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Phone 581-3110 for reservations and information.
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RENTAL ·s"i"ORE"
NEW TITLES
3 I 2 days

5 00

OLD TITLES
2
5 days
We rent VCR's

5 00 /

i

This weeks new releases
-Double Dragon
-Blu .e Sky
-Fear
-Quiz Show
-Ed Wood

,While signing up for your high · Army. An Army that's on the cuttech courses, sign up for Army
tingedge.ofhightechnology.
ROTC too. ROTC is a college
·
. ROTC provides hands-on
el~ctive that develops in talleadership training. Valuable
ented students the skills and
.
training that prepares you for
· confidence to lead and bea military or a civilian career.
come an officer in today's
.
EXCELLE

.

.

.

ARMYBOTC

open 10am-11pm Sun-Thurs 10am-Midnight Fri.,Sat.
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For details, visit Room 310, IClehm Hall or call
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It's One

Of~

The Most Useful Credit Cards On The

Planet. Unless You've Stolen It.

Your
..

MasterCard~ is stolen. You panic, get

.

.

angry, panic some more. Then you call and cancel it., Now the thief is in possession

about seven cents worth of stolen plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a coaster when lie

entertains at the hideout.) So relax. You only have to pay for stuff you boughr,

and you can get a new card the next day~" If 11 be accepted at tnillions of pla~c~~

~
must sell wallets. MasterCard. It's more than. a credit card. It's smart money:M . .
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Candidate wants technology
advances for residence halls
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor

The second candidate for
director of University Housing and Dining Services
Wednesday stressed the
needto keep up with changing technology and student
needs in housing and dining
services.
Jeff C. Janz, director of
Residential Life at the
University of Wisconsin in
Whitewater supported technological advances as wiring
resident's rooms with com-

puter networks such as the
internet.
"We must stay in touch
with what the academic
admissions area needs as
tools in the living environment," Janz said. "lt is
important to keep up with
technological changes, and
in the future I see a need for
wiring rooms for personal
· computers."
Janz said he thinks
Eastern has a strong housing program that is in need
of slight modifications over
time to contain high stan- ·

Huge Stu
(with choice or toppings) w I Garden Salad f 3 95

dards, such as wiring rooms
for personal computers and
altering room layouts.
"At what point in time
does any campus offer a personal desk, dresser and
computer in each room for
each individual?" Janz
asked.
Janz said it is impossible
to design a perfect room for
every student but by offering different living arrangements like University
Apartments and Greek
Court, it is possible to satisfy many diverse needs.

IN'hiie Suppiies Last:

Drink Specials

Chicken Fajita Salad

,..ft...,

w/coffee or tea $450

$1.00 16 oz. Red Dog Drau"
~W/co_ffee_o_rte_a$ 3_~ ~2.25 Large Skawberry Daiquiris t Margaritas
soup/Sandwich specia1
00

free soft drink refill doling lunch 8Jld dinner

DINNER

Fried Chicken Dinner

choice of potato, salad and veggie • . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . .

"'

6
9"'.1'.95

Pool '1" - Bar & Pool age 21; Never a cover

:

Eastern' s education program
attracts final dean candidate
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor

The last of four candidates vying for dean of
the College of Education and Professional
Studies said he was attracted to Eastern by its
strong teacher education program.
Marc C. Mahlios, chairman of the department of Institution and Curriculum at the
University of Florida in Gainesville, Fla., will
be on campus today and Friday to attend several interviews, including an open faculty session
at 10:45 a.m. Friday in the 1895 Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
"I've been aware of Eastern's reputation in
teacher's education for as long as I can remember," Mahlios said. "So when the position came
up it was an easy decision (to apply).
"Eastern's focus on undergraduate education
and teacher's education is very strong, and that
is very important to me," he added.
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Send a Friend a Farewell Personal...
And Send It In Style!
Choose between two sizes.
Graduation Personals·will be in the
Finals Edition of the Daily Eastern News.
Deadline: Wednesday. April 27

Corner of 4th and Lincoln

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

j
Jj.

~

•PIZZA
•SPAGHETTI

~

~dren 1

.

3.

•SALAD BAR
-GARLIC BREAD

PLU
nd undereatfor$2.00.

TAX
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Sherry,
Have a
nice life.
Sheryl Sue

(lxl)
$3.50

Thelma,

1 he>P~ life tr~ats

you well after
graduation.
Love, Louise

Q~~I I I_~!~
More Marketable
Roosevelt University's
,\mL'r

ic,111 l\.11 \-,-,oci,1tinn ·\ppro\ t•d

L.1wyer's Assistant Progran1

•~--------------------~
To receive a program brochure, complete this form and send it to: I

1
1 Name

I

I Address
I City
I Daytime phone
I
1

Evening; phone

State

Zip

Roosevelt University
I
•
Lawyer's Assistant Program I
430 S. Michigan Avenue I
Room 460
I
Chicago, IL 60605
I
or call collect (312)341-3882 I

~-~~-----------------

.J

Bring payment to:
Student
Publications
Office
Buzzard 127
All ads must be
in by 2 pm on
April 27th.

,,\
I
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Eastern religion
Students embrace, ignore, deny religion
By MONICA SCHLITT
Staff writer

For most students, college
involves enormous change.
Away from their homes and
families for the first time, some
students begin to challenge or
change religious views.
Beth Morris, a freshman business administration major said
that her beliefs "drastically
changed" during her first year of
college.
"Before, I really didn't have a
view on religion at all," Morris
said. "I started going to InterVarsity Christian Fellowship and
learning about God, and I became
a Christian in December."
Morris said she feels her newfound beliefs have changed her
life in a positive way. "I'm more
at·peace with myself."
While some may find faith during their college experience, others find doubt.
A philosophy major, who
wished to remain anonymous,
says he has doubts about organized religion, especially Catholicism. "I guess you could call
me agnostic," he .said.
He said his doubts arose when
he. came to school and began
studying philosophy.
Studies.show that religious beli~fs~

S'mtmwhM fit<feNdtbhg'P.

Do you believe in God
or ·a universal spirit?

college students compared to general population polls. Still, a
belief in God remains strong
among students.
In a poll of college students by
U. Magazine, 75 percent of the
students said they believed in
God, while 23 percent said they
didn't and another 2 percent
weren't sure.
Polls.of the general population
show greater faith. A U.S. News
and World Report poll reported
th~t 93 percent of tho~e polled
be!1~ve m God or a universal
spint.
'·~1ih9lt~k•miany ptudents have
religious faith, oftentimes students who want to attend
churches have to make a transition to a new church on campus.
Some students are able to
find a church on campus
that they feel comfortable
with.
Other students, hav.ing the freedom to
choose for themselves,
decide to take a leave of
absence from church.
"There is a tendency
for most students to
experience a decrease iJ:>.
church involve-'
ment," said Roger
Songer, a campus

minister from the Christian
Campus House.
"Some are so attached to their
home church, they won't even
consider another church. Then
there are those who just chuck it
all," added Songer.
One Eastern student, who
wished to remain anonymous,
said, "It's just hard." She said
she feels that religion is important, but she wouldn't be comfort~
able at another church.
Greg Witto from Immanuel
Lutheran Church said students'
religious practices during college
are 'Often 'determined by how they
were raised. If students "had
their arms twisted" to go to
church while they were growing
lip, he said they probably won't
attend church when t hey go away
to college and have the option of
not attending.
"Those who already wanted to
go to church probably continue to
do so," Witto said.
However, time pressures also
put some students' church attendance on the chopping block.
A student, who wished to
remain anonymous, said he used
to attend church before he came
to college. Now, he says he
doesn't have the time.
He said other reasons for po.o r

church attendance are lack of
transportation and "laziness."
Rev. Eugene Soper, director of
the Wesley Foundation Campus
Ministry, said, at first, students
are glad to be away from home
and the influence of their parents, but they will eventually go
back to church.
Although many students take
a hiatus for the year, others still
regularly attend church.
The weekly attendance of
Eastern students at nine
Charleston churches is estimated
to be around 700.
One church that regularly has
a high student turnout is the
Newman Catholic Center.
According to the director, Roy
Lanham, Roman Catholic law is
different·in that it states that
going to church is necessary. Four
hundred students regularly
attend the Newman Center services.
Brad Peterson, a freshman
zoology major, said religion is an
uplifting force. "I think religion is
something that brings about
hope, and when bad times come
about, it can help you."

'

75% Yes
23% No
2% Maybe
U. Magazine Poll of college students

.

Religious diversity declining at Eastern
By AMY DAVIS
Staff Writer

Eastern has eight recognized religious student
organizations this year only one is non-Christian.
In the past, other nonChristian religious student
groups existed; now the
Muslim Student Association
is the only one.
Mahmood Butt, chairman
of the secondary education
and foundations department, helps coordinate the
MSA at Eastern.
"We have between five
and eight people that come
to the meetings on a regular
basis," Butt said. "It's a
good opportunity for interfaith understanding."
The MSA's weekly prayer
meeting is at 2 p.m. Friday
at the Afro-American
Center, 1525 Seventh St.

Butt said ignorance is the often negatively stereotyped the same prophets.
"The biggest difference
greatest problem he faces as on television.
between Christianity and
"The media paints
a Moslem at Eastern.
"Most people are not prej- Moslems as terrorists," Butt Islam is Muhammed,"
Rahman said. "Moslems
said. "But Islam is a reliudiced, jull't ignorant," he
believe
said. "But that's to
Muhammed
be understood. In
was
the last
gene1 -al, people
Dle:lllll•palnts Mo
prophet sent
have very little
•But Islam Is a religion of
by God."
knowledge of
Butt said
Islam."
Abrahm.n;
fountain 11
theMSAwill
RidwanRahJudaism and Christianity.,.
try to answer
man, a graduate
Mahmood Butt questions
student studying
economics who
Muslim Stultent Association Coordinator that students
or faculty
attends the MSA's
have about
meetings, said he
Islam.
has not encoungion of Abraham, from the
"When people want to
tered negative reactions
same fountain as Judaism
learn, we're there to help,"
because of his religion.
and Christianity."
he said. "There is a small
· "People are pretty curiThe MSA is interested in
community of Moslems at
ous. Most of them don't
sharing information about
Eastern who would like to
have a clue about Islam,"
the similarities between
extend
a hand of friendship
Rahman said. "I have a lot
Islam, Judaism and
to others."
of friends that I discuss reli- Christianity, Butt said.
Important times for
gion with."
Rahman said Islam and
Moslems include the pilButt said Moslems are
Christianity share some of
---~~~~~~~~--.~~~~__...~~~-,_..,---,

alll•1t1·iett0r-

1

the ume

grimage to Mecca and
Ramadan, Butt said.
"Both of these are meditative religious times," Butt
said. "We reflect on the five
pillars of Islam: prayer,
fasting, charity to the less
fortunate, pilgrimage to
Mecca and the belief in one
God."
In the past, other religious organizations such as
the Jewish student groups
were active at Eastern.
The Jewish Youth
Organization is not holding
meetings this year, said
psychology department
Chairman Fred Yaffe, who
worked with the group in
the past.
"It was no one's fault,"
Yaffe said. "The group just
fizzled out. It takes a dedicated student leader and a
lot of preparation time to
make everything work."
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
. deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid .in advance. Only
accounts with established
may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

credit

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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ACCEPTING
APPS.FOR
ACTIVITY DIRECTOR-FOR DD
ADULTS.
BACHEl:.ORS
DEGREE IN A HUMAN SERVICES FIELD REQUIRED.
MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE
A PLUS. STARTING SALARY
OF $18,000 PLUS FULL BENEFIT PACKAGE. OUTGOING,
ENTHUSIASTIC
PEOPLE
PLEASE APPLY AT 738 18TH
Double your income. Sell Avon.
ST. CHARLESTON. E.O.E.
Sign by 4/30 Receive gift. 348_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
1290
Avon
Independent
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGRepresentative.
Earn up to $2;000+/month work_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
ing on Cruise Ships or LandTour companies. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
Pizza maker wanted part time,
C57386.
apply in person after 4 PM,
------~---5./1
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK.
Charleston.
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo.
----~-----·5/6
teaching basic conversational
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
EARN BIG $$$ + FREE WORLD
Korea. No teaching background
TRAVEL
(CARIBBEAN,
or Asian languages required. For
EUROPE, HAWAII, ETC.) SUMinformation call: (206) 632-1146
MER/PERMANENT, NO EXPER.
ext.J57381,
NEC. GUIDE. (919)929-4398 ext.
----~-----5/1
E1060
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Avail. Immediately! Managerial
positions in Restaurant/Banquet
Career Opp. for PT Phys. Re-hab
area of the Worthington Inn.
Aide for the 3-11 shift and availExperience and knowledge of
able for weekends. Day time hrs.
area preferred.
Excellent
on weekends possible. Must be
salary/benefits and health/life ins.
organ. & dependable. Exper. prepkg. offered for FT. Apply in perfer. but will train the right person.
son at 920 W. Lincoln,
Apply in person at 738 18th
Charleston, IL, 61920.
Street, Charleston, IL. EOE.
--~------...,.-,'5/1
--~-----------'516
SUMMER JOB ·AVAILABLE
Applications now being accepted
NOW! AMERICA'S LARGEST
at the newest motel in
STUDENT PAINTING COMPANY
Charleston! The Worthington Inn
IS NOW HIRING CALL ASAP
is looking for honest, hard-workPOSITIONS FILLING FAST, NO
ing people for the following posiEXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
tions: Waiters/Waitresses, Cooks,
ALL TRAINING PROVIDED THIS
Sous Chefs, Hostesses and Shift
SUMMER.. POSITIONS IN YOUR
Managers. PT/FT and AM/PM
HOMETOWN. CALL JOB HOT
shifts available, benefits including
LINE 1-800-265-1133 FOR
health/live insurance for FT. Apply
YOUR APPLICATIONS.
in person at 920 W. Lincoln Ave.,
--~-------5/1
Char. IL.
Summer Pressroom help needed
----~-----·5/6
at
The Eastern News. Sunday
Attention: Earn Money Reading
,Bopk,s);.µp,.tcr,$?90, \"tt:l.e1~1y,L.; a~d. Tuesday nights 1Opm-2am,
starting June .1.1,-E>ick up applica' .p~9os~ .~\!~iec:t mav~r'. ,fqf mor~;;
details call .1 .(206) 362;4$04 ext· tion ·a t+c1'27 :Bit:zza•rd;.' Stutterff
Publications Office.
E075 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1
SAVE MONEY on Auto &
Motorcycle Insurance Call BILL
HALL today at 345-7023 or stop
by HALL INSURANCE 1010 East
Lincoln.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

Summer Help, Earn Extra $$$
During the Summer Work Near
Home. We have several long
and short term assignments to
start immediately. We offer data
Entry, work processing, receptionist, and general office posit ions. Select Staffing 188
Industrial Drive Elmhurst, IL
60126 Call TODAY FOR AN
APPOINTMENT! (708)8320083.
---------~5/1
Immediate openings for kitchen
staff for summer. APply in person. Stix1412 4th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
ATTN: Golfers. Buck Grove Golf
Course now hiring. Pro. shop
and Clubhouse staff. Call Mark
at 258-7888 or leave msg. at
258-6990.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
RESORT JOBS-Earn to $12/hr. +
tips. Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas,
+ more. Tropical & Mountain destinations. Call 1-206-632-0150
ext.R57831.
5/1
_S__
T_U__D_E_N--T=-=s=-"'"'N--E--E--D-=E:-:D:-'.'.!--:N~a-t.,-ional
Parks are now hiring seasonal &
full-time. Forestry workers, park
rangers, firefighters, lifeguards, +
more. Excellent benefits + bonusCall:
1-206-545-4804
es!
ext.N57386.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
SUMMER HELP WANTED 40
HOURS PER WEEK $6.00 TO
$9.00 PER HOUR SOUTH AND
WEST CHICAGO SUBURBS
CALL PAINT USA TODAY
(815)485-4850.
----------------4/27
Avail. Immediately! Managerial
positions in Restaurant/Banquet
area of the Worthington Inn.
Experience and knowledge of
area preferred. Excellent
salary/benefits and health/life
ins. pkg. offered for FT. Apply in
person at 920 W. Lincoln,
Charleston, IL. 61920.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1
Part time position available in
Chiropractic office. Must ·have
good book keeping skills. Apply
iroic; •l!l•essoo>
: i· ~:a.1r102G1a.irdotf4·
E)hirppn;i:<r;tic !Qemten,g-J 15o1c8tl'I•
St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/1

ACROSS

35Greek "H"
36
Name in small
1 Declined
railroads
s Trapdoor
37 Don't do
10 Lose pep
anything
14Whopper
suspicious
15 Creighton
41 Voice a
University site
conviction
16 Smooth the
42 Foreman stat
flower bed
43 - - out (add
17 Certain Ivy
to)
Leaguers
44 Very much
18 Not as common
45--fugit
19 Miami of - 48 "You talkin' to
20Veer120°
me?"
23Veer
so Three-fifths of
24 Mouth part
the world's
people
25 Without causing
much
54 Be evenhanded
excitement
to clients
28 Correspond
58 "Farmer" in
Dutch '
32 Male delivery?

P.M. WTW0·2
6:00 Wheel of Fortune
6:30 Cops
7:00 Mad About You
7:30 Hope &Gloria
8:00 Seinfeld
8:30 Friends
9:00 ER
9:30
10:.00 News
10:30 Jay Leno(10:35)

PART-TIME
WORK
LANDSCAPE WORKER NEEDED FOR OCCASIONAL WORK,
IMMEDIATELY AND SUMMER
POSSIBLE; HOURS VARY;
CALL 345-2683.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
POSITION AVAILABLE IN
DAILY
EASTERN
NEWS
DESIGN/GRAPHICS TYPING
CLASSIFIEDS!
Seeking
dependable person to work
early afternoons, M-F, typing
and arranging classified ads!
Apply at 127 Buzzard, Student
Publications Office (specify
"classifieds"). If possible to
begin over the summer, is a
plus, but there is an opening for
a responsible individual.
---------~5/1

Frank and Suzanne, a loving couple of an adopted child, are looking
to find a little brother or sister.
Parents are well educated, financially secure, with great friends and
big families. We live in a quaint village with a very good school system and have a loving comfortable
home. Can help with medical
expenses. Call our lawyer collect.
Kirsten Crouse Bays 217-3456099.
--------------'5/1

Roommate needed for fall '95Spring '96. Reasonable rent. Can
have pets. Call Kathy 581-8040;
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Bible Study at 7pm in the Sullivan Room,
MLK Union.Always open to newcomers... .•. ....... ,........·
RESIDE.NCE iiAl.L Asso.c Picnic at 4pm.atttie ·P~fl:1Pp~ Pc,>.qd. Bring
your softball glovei!
.· .
.
·. · •· · ' · · · ,. · ·
AHS MEETING AT 7pm in Lumpkin Hall.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI Above The Rim Hoops Tournament location has
been changed to Thomas Hall Basketball courts on 7th St. Still at
1:30pm on April 23.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship Large group: Knowing
Scripture at 7pm in the Charleston/Mattoon Room, MLK Union.
PHI GAMMA NU Active meeting at 6pm in 122 Lumpkin. Professional
dress all day.
SCEC 7TH MEETING- Last! at 6pm in 140 Buzzard. Exec elections.
SCEC T·SHIRTS ARE here at 5:30pm outside 140 Buzzard.
CAREER PLANNING AND Placement Center "Successful Interviewing
Techniques''. from 3:30-4:30pm in the Charleston/Mattoon Rooms, MLK
Union .. Free to students/alumni.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Penance from 3:304:30pm at the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Haiti Connection meeting at 5:30pm at
the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Choir Practice at 8:30pm in the
Coleman Auditorium .
ROTC LAB AT 3pm at the Archery Mound. We will be conducting Br.
D&C. The uniform will be BDU's , Black Boots, Soft Cap, Pen & Paper.
PLl;:ASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event sched!Jled for Thursday should be submKlecl.as~aieii~~Gljp l:lY,,NQON Wedoe;sday. (Thursday is deadline for
i!=H~aY."$'~¥ur~.a'Y<'6Y~$"'uifdaY'.'eii~'ii'(~.J c!lps''.submitrecrAJ=TER:DEA'l)~INE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

59 Fahd's faith

ea Rio nitery, for
short
Ensured
Popular camera
Not injected
Bypasses, as
commercials
65 - - Park, Colo.
66 "Alice" diner

61
62
63
64

DOWN
1 Slows, as the
flow
2 Steven Bochco
TV series
3 "--your style"
4 Saguaro locale
5 Ingredient of
some pet foods
& Eastern nurse
7Georgia
plantation
8 Sundae topper
Puzzle by Alex Vaughn
9 "--Speaks"
29As
to
(1962
autobiography) 30 Furniture wood
10 Overadornment 31 Fashion
magazine
11 Actor Bert
32 Cartoonist Drake
12 Comparable
33 Approximately
t3 Chevrolet
34Wall St.
division
workplace
21 Gardner of "The 36 Canary Islands
Naked Maja"
port
22Namely
38 First-down
26 Time-saving
requisite
abbr.
39 Gavel pounder's
demand
27 Potato pancake

40 Charlemagne,

e.g.
45 Propositions
48 Cable network ·

47 It's just for
laughs
49Nimble
st Ere

52 Katmandu's
kingdom
53 Navy unit
54 Comic Imogene
55 Dickens villain
58 Touched down
57 Stand before
SB Industry,
informally

WCIA·3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL·12

LIF·40

Fox-8 55

DSC-33

WEIU·9 51

TBS·18

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
Drag Racing

Wings
Wings

Love Connection
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Roseanne

Beyond2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

... Boss? (6:05)
... Boss? (6:35)

Due South

Extreme

Murder, She
Wrote

Movie:

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

Unsolved Mysteries Martin
Living Single

World of Wonder
Amazing Animals

Little House on
The Prairie

Movie:

Thunder

Ask the
Managers

Movie: A Killer
Among Us

New York
Undercover

Movie Magic
Know Zones

Lonesome Pine

News

Mystery!

Movie con).

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

Beyond2000

News
Inside Money

Honeymooners
Simon &Simon

Mystery
cant.

Unsolved Mysteries

World of Wonder
~~azing Anim.als

Red/Green Show
Movi!!

Connie Chung

Commish

48 Hours

Day One

USAC
Racing

Movie:

Baseball Tonight
News
David (10:35)

News.
Married... (10:35)

SportsCenter

Wings
Wings

' '.'i:if;:~;,'.', ;?- ~t{~_;,;-

Movie:

-

-

-
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-

-
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Roommates Wanted located only
Sublessor needed! Park Placeabout 1 1/2 miles from campus. Jarge Apt. low Utilities, Close to
Own Room, pay 1/2 utilities (only
Campus. $150.00 Call 348-5223.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
CIPS-water free). Washer/dryer
CHEAP RENT! PARK PLACE
included. 145.00 for Summer
19.5.00 for Fall/Spring Sem.
APARTMENT- 3 BEDROOMS.
TODD at 348-5362.
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER.
_ _ __ __ _ __ _ 4/21
MAY-AUGUST. CALL #348-0261.
2 to 3 Roommates needed for
---------,----,--4/28
fall/spring semester. Nice house;
2 sublessors needed Su 95
above Coach Eddy's, fully furclose to campus; reasonable rent.
If interested call 345-1037.
nished, AC, dishwasher/ Rent
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4121
neg. Call 581-2446 leave message.
1 or 2 roommates needed for sum_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _4/20
mer 95 and/or 96 school yr. Large
3 br. Apt across from Buziard. Call
DESPERATELY SEEKING SUB345-1476
LESSORS 3-5 people needed for
spacious Park Place Apt.
-=- -- - - - -- - 4121
2 Room mates wanted Lg. House 2
Negotiable rent. Call TRACY348-8904.
Blks from EIU $210.00 mo. all utili_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
ties+cable paid Evenings .3482 Bedroom apt. Nice, close to
6044.
_ _ __ _ __ _ __ .5/1
campus. $175.00+utilities. Call
345-8695.
.
1 Female, .noflcsmoking Female
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ 4/28
needed for Fall semester at
University Court Apts. Call Michelle · Sublessor .needed sum 95 3
Bdrm. Park Place; Special rate.
or Becky 581-8128.
C~iq4§-4,868. . .
-----,--.-..---~~4/21
·..· .· . .... . ~ •
.·..·
4i24
.. S4bie~s9r Rfl0de~ to sh11re apart·m ent with..2 other girls Fall and
Spring 95-96. $190 per month. All
utilities paid . Furnished, free
Three Summer Sublessors needparking and close to campus.
ed for three bedroom apt. in Park Phone 581-3639.
·
Place. $130 Please Call 345------~---4/26
12§0.
.,...,------,,.,--,,-,----=- - - - =4/26
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR LARGE, ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. NICE SIDE
YARD. CALL 345~9178 OR 345Now leasing , 1995-96 school
year. Two-bedroom furnished
9612.
_ _ _ _ __ ____4/25
apartments. McArthur Mano.r
One or two Sublessors needed
Apartment, 913-917 Fourth St.
May 7-Aug 15. · House on 7th
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5.
Street. Cheap rent + utilities. Call
= - - - - - - -- - --___,5/1
Rich at 348-5536. .
TWO BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4
_ _ __ _ _ __ __ 4/21 . PEOPLE AVAIL. FALL '95. FURSublessor needed for 1· bedroom
NISHED;
DISHWASHER,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, LAUNapartment uptown. Unfurnished.
DRY FACILITIES. CALL 345-·
$550+utilities. Call Jenn 3455291.
2363.
- - ---:-- - - .,--4/28
5/1
Summ.e r Sublessor Needed!
Houses for 4-5 students.
Orchard Park- own bedroom, 2
Furnished. Close to EIU. No pets.
baths, TOTALLY furnished,
345"6621. Leave message. .
CHEAP!! CALL Kelly 345-9255.
. ·., ·. . ·
·
·
·
5/1
1
'·" o"iun i : .vzti412if$!" slimi'lier! g ti~'QfiY tl'Qos~P'lYll!

.. "' "u""'' ,,

sumni~tsul)s' N'eeCi~ci!"cHEAP'! .1 ( F>'&fl<," :ii·~ cifobm ?~o·Gse

Neai Campus. Call now 3455149.
---=~--------4/28
SUMMER! SUMMER! Nice two
bedroom apartment, partly furnished. ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED. Call 348-5041 , leave message.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ 4/21
One sublessor needed for summer 1995. Nice one bedroom furnished apartment. Rent negotiable. 345-6090.
_ _ __ __ _ __ _ 4/24.
Sublessor(s) needed- 1 BR, Park
Place, $255imo. + utilities Call
345-3473.
_ _ _ __ _ __ __ 4121
NEEDED SU 95, GOOD LOCATION, FREE LAUNDRY, DISHWASHER & GAR. DISPOSAL.
RENT NEG. ASK FOR RICH
348-7727.
_ _ __ _ __ ___4/21

fso6

11th, 2 bedroom apartment. 348-·
5032.
5/1

T
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HOUSE 1022, 2ND .STREET.
TWO-THREE
PERSONS.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL 3485032.
_ _ __ __ _ _ __ .5/1
Avail. June 2 BR furn apts. 1 yr ·
lease. NO PETS. Water/Trash
incl. 947 4th St. 348-7746.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _.5/1
Avail. June/Aug. 2 BR uni. apts.
10 or 12 mo. lease. NO PETS.
Water/Trash incl. 947 4th St. 3487746.
-----~----·5/1
LINCOLNWOOD PIN ETR EE
SUMMER APARTMENTS. NOW
RENTING . POOL, CENTRAL
AIR. FROM $150 PER PERSON.
APPOINTMENT 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 5/1

University Court Apartment for
2 BR APTS, Unfurnished, CIA, 2
rent Fall 1995, 2 bedrooms, balBlks From Campus, 345-9636
cony, cable and phone included,
After 5:00 pm.
2-4 people. Call 581-8069 or stop
~---------,--"-4/20
SHARP .2 & 3 BR APTS .., low
by office to see it.
util., ale, furnished, convenient.
- -------------4/21
Available for Summer and 95-96
C21 Wood, Jim Wood, 345"4489.
_ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ 5/1
school year. Clean, modern
apartments With some utilities furLARGE 4 BEDROOM APART. UP
TO 6 PEOPLE. LARGE ROOMS,
nished. 1 & 4 bedrooms. NOT
FUR . N I S H E D ,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. No pets.
DISHWASHER/GARBAGE DIS1O & 12 month leases are available. 217-345-4494 anytime.
POSAL BALCONIES CENTRAL
_ _ _ __ ca4/6, 11, 13, 18,20
AIRWOODED LOCATION. 3452363.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ .5/1
For Rent Nice House, 6 girls
Dishwasher, Washer/Dryer AC.
· 95-96 No Pets 345-4602.
2-10" MTX Bass Speakers in car~---------4/21
peted factory box. Like new. Must
Summer and Fall, o.ne bedroom
see. $300.00. 345-1384.
apt. upstairs Large $275.00 &
_ ___________5/6
$200.00 Dep. One Br. apt.
Comp.lete Car Stereo: $225;
Downstairs Large $275 .+200
Strength Shoe System, size 13:
Dep. Efficiency apt. Large
$75; Jordan Collectables: $200;
$235+$175.00 Dep. Call 235345-5197.
3550.
_ _ ________ _ _ 5/1
' 5/1
SEGA GENESIS WI ARCADE
LARGE THREE BEDROOM
CONTROLS, $85.00; DUAL CASTOWN HOME UP TO 5 PEOPLE
SETTE RADIO, $60.00; KENLARGE ROOMS, FURNISHED,
DISHWASHER/GARBAGE DIS~ . WOOD PORTABLE CD PLAYER,
POSAL .BALCONIES ·CENTRAL ' $135.00. 345-5681..
.
.
5/1
AIR WOODED LOCATION: CALL
Rockford Fosgate Punch 75
345-2363.
Amplifier Excellent cond. $150.00
~---------5/1
Call 345-3893.
Avail .June 1 bedroom unfur--------~--5/1
nished 1 year .lease. NO PETS.
160 Watt Peavy Combo $200
Water/trash included. 947 4th St.
Charvette guitar·& .c ase $80
348-7746.
Casio FX-7700 ..GB.calculator
-o-------------5/1
$50. 581-30~6 .. ..
Summer
term . · efficiency
____________5
. /1
Apartment for 1. .Close to .carnSEGA xtra control pad. 2 games;
pus; $255, utilities included. 3454ft black light love seat, dresser,
7678.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ 514
·semi-loft bed bicycle trainer, etc.
All for sale. Call 345-4294. ·
4 BR Apt. available for summer
rent individually. .Reasonable rent,
=-------- - ----- -,--4/21
Twin Bed complete with frame,
pets allowed. 348-6497.
mattress, boxsprings and _head
- - - - ------ - - - - -- 4/21
board. Excellent condition. $50.
MINI-STORAGE. AVAIL NOW
Call 345-2667.
STARTING AT $30/MONTH 348_ _ _ __ __ _ __ 5/1
7746.
CARPETS 6X9 $15 ; HX11
-----------~511
w/pad $70 OBO; SHELFUNIT
Large 3 bedroom apartment
$30; MISC. & SMALL RUGS·
available 8/15/95. Good condiCALL DENISE S81 ·56~5.
tion, quiet res.ide.ntial building a~
_s;....,j •.·ia ..,· c·1, ·,j..,,1•.:.:' ·.·. ~ i .. ~~'rn ·.: 1 1 :A/2:~
300 tlrlar.ci sorii.E$175lmoo.ti) p~.ri
Sch<,yirirf touring<bikil,\mint•condi-i
~erson.i C'an cO-a'Vld :M'66·raay 1at
lion, many xtras $150 obo. Three
348-8258.
'
large piranhas $50. Rob 581---- -- - -- - ----5/1
8016.
For Rent- 2 bedroom, 3 bed
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ 4/26
room- private & semi private bedOne white and one stained Dorm
room- call for details. 345/5148 or
si ze Loft $50 a piec e obo.
348/0157 Ronnie Lanman.
Rob/Jackie 1)81-8016.
_ _ _ __ __ ___4/2.1
_ _ _ _ __ ____.4/26
2 bedroom apartm ent for .two
1977 Cutlass Supreme 81 ,000
peopl e. Close to downtown
miles. Runs great. Body OK 345square in quiet neighborhood.
5822.
Quiet, mature persons only $250
_ _ _ _ _ _ ______4/21
each, includes all utilities except
SCUBA gear! Complete outfit by
phone and cable. Call 345-3410
DACOR. 2 Tanks included ,
or 348-8480.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ,_4/26
Excellent Condition $700 OBO.
Call 923-3060.
APARTMENTS & HOUSES FOR
- - - -- - " - --.,--4/21
'95-'96. SOME LOW-COST SUMDouble Loft and Carpet'tor sale.
MER RENTALS, TOO. CALL 345$60 obo Call 2635/Rae.
3107 AND LEAVE MESSAGE AT
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ 4120
BEEP.
_ _ __ ________ 4/24
Rockford ·Fosgate Punch 1 O's
w/box and Punch 4080 DSM
Furnished house for 4 women.
Call to negotiate the price 348Close to campus. Available for
6453.
summer or fall '95. Call 345-5703.
_ __ __ _ _ _ __ 4/21
_ ______ _ _ __ _ 5/1

Calvin·gnd . Hobbe.$
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Congratulations to Robyn
McNally of AST: on being elected
Top Tau. Your sisters are very
proud of you!
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _4/20
To A.J. Geoppinger of Alpha Phi:
Congratulations on being Long
John Silver's employee of the
. month!
_ _ _ __ __ _ __4/20

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE

Tiie Dally Eastel'n
·

News

(Deadline: 3 Business Days Before Ad ls to run)

••••••••••••••••
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
IT'S V&RY COMPUCAT&O. KIO. ..

LOOK, KIO, I JUST THINK
ABU IN SOM!3 OTHER
.
5&7TIN6 THAN
A CRCXIJ.DeD
• ORPHANAGe.. .

LOST:· Gentle, large; male Black
Lab. Wearing BLUE collar,
responding to . NIC.Q.. ·.· BIG
REWARD. Please call 581~8084
or 345-4157; leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
LOST: Watch and Jewelry, in the
Union on 3/28. Reward! Please
call 2647,!
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 4/20
CURTIS BOND Please come to
Student Publications to pick up
your l.D. ,
-------------- - - - 4/21
LORI' AVART Your textbook is in
.Student Publications Office.
the
_____________
4/24

KATHY KRABBE- Happy 19th
Birthday Love, Brenda, Teresa,
·
and Debbie.
_ _ _ __ __ _ _4/20
Tonight: At TED'S OELTA CHI
Blow out Beach Party. Delta
Chis grab your dates and lets
go to the beach.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/20
Jason Owen: You did a great job
with
DJrng at Midnight
Maddness. Thank you . TAU
Love, The AST's.
·
_ __ _ __ _ _ _4/20
GREEK WEEK STEERING
COMMITTEE: There will be a
brief meeting tonight at 9:30 in
the Union. Be sure to bring your
notebooks!
·
_ _ _ __ __ _ _4/20
Sigma Nu , CAR WASH. ;.
Saturday 10-4 at Domino's
Pizza.
·
---- ---- -------- - 4/21
Happy ,B~lated. E!irthdi!Y. ;Joe
Wolski.(Aka: E:lyis, DukEi ~· l'."ez
Boy, Pumpkin , seed guy, stud
on scooter, j olly rancho for a
story guy, drunkwalk) Hope you
had a great birthday.
- - - - - - - - -------------4/20
Tonight: At TED'S DELTA CHI
Blow out Beach Party. ·oelta
Chi's grab your dates and lets
go to the beach.
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 4/20
A.J. is the best dressed Alpha
Phi.
- - - - - - - - - - ''4/20
ALPHA GAM SENIORSC We're
ready to show .all we have seen
in you during your time as an
Alpha Garn . See you at the
house at 6:00.
·
_ __ __ _ _ _ _4/20
Katrina Mayne, You did a great
job last week! Your time and
dedication to Alpha Garn is
greatly appriciated! Keep up the
good work, it will all pay off next
fall! AGO love, Jen Balster.
_ _ _ _ __ __ _ 4/20
STILL a few 1994 Warblers left!!
Pick one up today!

by Bill Watterson

Doonesbury
YOU'O BE MORE COMFORT-

'94 .Red Eagle Talon. Automatic.
Excellent Condition. $12,000 or
best offer. Call or leave message.
345-3867.
_ _ __ ________4/26
1984 Mercury Marquis- New tires
and brakes, recent muffler, · runs
good $500 obo 581-8029.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
1994 Trek 8700 Carbon.
Roxshox, Mavic 231 rims, many
extras. Must SELL! Make offer.
581-2829.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _____5/1
For Sale: IBM XT compatible 30M
HD, spread sheet; work processor with 9 pin printer. 235-5986
Evenings.
_ _ _ _ _4/6, 11,3,8,20,5,7
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Playoffs a ·possibility for Roenick
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago nick has just a sprain of the
Blackhawks star Jeremy anteri or · cruciate ligament
Roenick won' t need rec on - and not a tear. That finding
structive surgery on his was supported earlier this
injured left knee, doctors say. week when Roenick was
But when he'll return, if at examined in Birmingham,
Ala., by Dr. James Andrews,
all this season, is in dispute.
The team p hysician says the orthopedic specialist who
Roenick could be back in helped Bo Jackson return to
time for the playoffs in early baseball with an artificial
May. Roenick's agent says hip.
"Jim called me and said, ' I
that is out of the question.
Dr. Louis Kolb will con- agree with you.' That was
duct a second magnetic reso- good to hear. He found the
nance imaging test on Roe- knee was stable," said Kolb.
nick's knee Monday. There A nurse said that Andrews
was too m uch blood and examined Roenick's knee and
swelling during the first there "did not seem to be an
MRI to accurately see how ACL tear." If next Monday's
much damage was done to MRI does not show an ACL
the knee during an April 2 . tear, _then Roenick will incollision with Derian Hatch- crease exercises and there is
an outside chance he could
er of Pallas . .
Kolb said he thinks Roe- begin skating again in three

days, Kolb said. Roenick's
condition is complicated by a
fracture at the top of his
tibia.
"It's j ust a matter of how
much p ain he 's in," Kolb
said.
H e said there is a chance
Roenick could .be ready for
the start of the playoffs on
May 7 . The Hawks , who
haven't won since Roenick
was injured, need their center.
But agent Neil Abbott said
Ro~nick will not return by
May an.d probably not at all
this season.
"Forget this May 7 discussion. It's not going to happen. I don't want to get the
fans and everyone's expectations up.
"Someone's j umping the

gun here," Abbott said.
"I was in t he room when
Andrews exa mined him and
Jeremy migh t - might begin hopping on that knee
by May 7 ," Abbott said.
"The good news is reconstruction is not in the cards."
Abbott said Roenick "has to
avoid significant impact on
the knee" during rehabilitation. "Running is out. Skating is out.
Biking and swimming are
in ....
"He won't be out there if
he's only three,quarters
healthy, I can guarantee
that," Abbott said. "We're
talking about a 25-year-old
athlete. He's not going to
tape it up and take a (painkilling) shot, not at that age
at this point in his career."

At 34, Ripken still not slowing down
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) - It stands to
reason that Cal Ripken would pamper
his precious bbdy as he closes 41 on Lou
Gehrig's revered streak of 2,130 consecutive games.
Actually, the Baltimore Orioles short- ·
stop has been as aggressive as ever this
spring. J udging by his actions, it would
be impossible to determine that Ripken
is only 122 games short of displacing
Gehrig as baseba:ll's all-time iron man.
"A lot of people say I should be · extra
cautious and extra careful;" he said .
"Well, I don't feel any particular pressure or anxiety this year."
Ripken is a kid at heart, and he acts
that way.
. Always has.

expecting to play nine innings. He would without being real careful," Nokes said.
never avoid a collision at the plate, and "The guy runs sprints like an8-year-old
he wouldn't hesitate to dive after a boy who just got to the beach and sees
groundball on the rocky infield.
all this open space sitting in front of
- He has maintained that philosophy to _ him. He wants to run as fast as he can
this day, and the fact that he must stay until he-falls down - yelling all the way."
healthy until September in order to
That is preeisely why Ripken has
break the record isn't gomg to change a missed only 148 innings since the streak
thing.
began in May 1982_. He is 34 years old
"I can't live my life worrying about and has thinning, gray hair, but when
what happens if I do this or do that," he Ripken gets on the diamond, he's sudsaid. "I wouldn't be having fun if I had to denly a kid again.
be careful about everything I did on the
"I've had a love and passion for this
field."
game since I was very small," lie said.
Matt Nokes, an eight ~year veteran - "It's always been fun for me to go out on
who joined the Orioles this season, . the field. I love the freedom that's associalways figured Ripken to be a serious, ated with it." ..... _
no-nonsense professional.
Ripken isn't about to let something

0
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Alterations
&
Repairs

Byrd's Cleaners
S . 4th St. Curve
Tapering Waists
Lengths Zippers
Phyllis or Mary
Seamstress • 345-4546

ATTEITlll!
ALL SllCLE AIULTS AIE llVITEI
TD YllED PAITY AT THE
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Karen is 21! Don't Eat At
What's Cookin'

Have a HapPY 21st.
Your old roomies,
Julie & Tricia
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46-year-old Foreman still eyeing Tyson
LAS VE GAS (AP) - Try as he
might to promote Axel Schulz,
George Foreman can't seem to get
away from Mike Tyson.
Foreman tried his best Wedriesday
to hype his upcoming fight with the
former East German Army fighter,
but the questions kept coming back
to one central theme: Is Foreman, 46,
going to fight Tyson before he finally
retires?
"I want to fight him because the
fans want it," Foreman said at the

final prefight news conference for
Saturday's fight against Schulz. "It
would be a boxing fan's dream. But
the Tyson people are scared of such a
fight."
Foreman defends the last remaining piece of the heavyweight titles he
won Nov. 5 by knocking out Michael
Moorer when he meets the carefully
chosen Schulz in a scheduled 12round fight for the IBF version of the
heavyweight title.
But while Foreman insists he is

focused only on Schulz, who was
plucked from obscurity to be his first
title defense, his possible future with
Tyson is clearly on his mind.
"The toughest man on the planet
is afraid of a guy older than dirt," ·
scoffed Foreman. "If Mike Tyson
really wants to be there, he can be
the future. He's a tough cookie, but
I'm the big piece of cake."
Tyson, released last month after a
three-year stretch in prison, has kept
quiet about his future opponents. He

signed deals just after his release
with Showtime and the MGM Grand
hotel-casino for a series of fights that
could begin as early as August.
If Tyson and Foreman were to
µieet in what would be boxing's richest fight ever, though, one or the
other will have to adjust his schedule.
Foreman, who became a grandfather two months ago and will be 47
in January, has said he won't fight
after the end of this year.

Bere, Ventura lead Sox to 5-4 victory over Pirates
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SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) - Jason Bere pitched four
hitless innings and Robin Ventura hit a three-run
homer Wednesday as the Chicago White Sox beat
the Pittsburgh Pirates 5-4~
Bere (1-0) was sharp in his second spring outing.
The right-hander struck out five and walked one to
pick up the victory.
"He's throwing the ball better than he was last
year at this time. His control has been better and
so has his breaking ball," White Sox manager Gene
Lamont said of Bere, who has a 24-7 record in just
under two seasons with the Sox.

Chicago jumped in front 3-0 in the fourth inning.
Frank Thomas walked, Mike Devereaux singled
and Ventura homered over the left field wall, his
second homer in the last three games.
Pirates starter Paul Wagner (0-1) gave up only
two hits through the first three innings. But then
he walked Thomas in the fourth.
"I thought I threw well enough except for that
last inning," Wagner said. "I walked Frank Thomas
on four pitches and I kind oflet that get to me. I
should have just backed off for a second and
regrouped." Wagner gave up three runs on four

hits in four innings. The right-hander also had six
strikeouts.
The Pirates cut the lead to 3-2 on Jay Bell's tworun homer in the fifth off Scott Ruffcorn.
The White Sox added a run off Ramon Morel in
the fifth on Tim Raines' RBI double. Chicago
scored its final run in the sixth on Norberto
Martin's first homer of the spring.
Pittsburgh added solo runs in the sixth on Jeff
King's double off Ruffcorn and in the seventh when
Michael Brown came home on Carlos Garcia's
fielder's choice grounder.

Levrs

If you: re planning to be in the St. Louis area
this sulltmer, stOil by Southern Illinois
University at,Bll\\'Wdsville . fw.aftw···~
-credit boars, ..tis.

More choices, more styles,
more fits, more finishes,
and more sizes mean.
youcanfindthe
Levi'!> jeans and shirts
that are perfect fer YOU.
Why settle for less?

SIUB offers more than 6:m
courses.- front•Accounting to
Zoology - in more than 60 ~
of study, so chances are you'll find a
· course that fits.your academic aeedS.
SIUE offers day or night classes ranging in
length from one week to eight weeks, and

meeting at a variety of sites - including local
. conm:tunity colleges, St Louis. even Australia
- so chances are yoo'll find a class that fits
yourSdledllle.
And snm·s tuition is among the most affordable in the region, so chances are you'll
find a elm tltat fits your hudpl.

Coming soon to
Cross CiJunty Mall!

Ne More Qwn1e11>

snm is on a semester calendar, so your c~t hours will transfer nicely.
To leam •re about how to fit SlUE imo your summer plans, call (618) m ..2075
and askfor a Summer Class Schedule. Cal m>W! Applcatien Deadline- May 1
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Hibbler signs to play for men's hoops team
Keith Hibbler, who last
week made a verbal commitment to play basketball at
Eastern Illinois, has signed a
national letter of intent to
play for the Panthers, head
coach Rick Samuels announced.
Hibbler, a 6-foot-6 forward,
led Christian Brothers College High School in St. Louis
to an 18-7 record and the
Metro Catholic League championship.
"Keith is a real leaper who
can go inside or outside," his

high school coach Derek
Thomas said in a press release. "He's still developing.
He's young - he's only 17.
"I really believe he's going
to get" a lot better. He's played
a lot of competitive basketball in the city - not only in
high school but in AAU
leagues."
Hibbler averaged 13.5
points and 12.5 rebounds per
game. He was named to the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch AllCentral District team and
first team all-conference. He

''Tr
i1.eith really excites us
with bis potential.."
- Rick Samuels,
head basketball
coach
also was nominated for the
McDonald's All-American

team.
"Keith really excites us
with his potential - his basketball ability and physical
development," Samuels said
in the press release. "He's a
very fluid player who has
good ballhandling and passing skills.
"He can play the small forward yet has the size to go
inside, score, rebound and
defend. Keith has a very
determined attitude. I'm sure
he will develop quickly."
_ Hibbler is skinny for his

height, but Samuels said a
good weight program will
give Hibbler the size to compete at the college level.
"Similar to most incoming
freshman, a year of concentrated weight training and
competition will enhance his
growth at the college level,"
Samuels said. "We anticipate
he will have playing possibilities at both forward spots but
we hope he eventually becomes a true small forward."

-Staff report

Softball team Sweeps
Butler in double dip
By TOM WILLIAMS

Staff writer .

The Eastern softball team swept
a doubleheader against Butler yesterday in Indianapolis. The Panthers won the first game 6-1 and
the second 10-1.
Eastern coach Beth Perine was
impressed with the team's performance - especially the pitching.
"Missy (Porzel) threw extremely
well," Perine said. "The only run
she gave up was unearned."
Potze~ who entered yesterday's
coiitejts WHli g: 2.f:;ft fHIHHHi HIH
average, upped her record to 9-7.
Perine went on to say Mandy
White threw a two-hitter in the second game, and the Butler run was
unearned.
The victory helped White push
her record to the .500 mark at 5-5.
Eastern's bats came alive ·as they
pounded out 16 runs in the two
games.
"We had some serious clutch hitJOHN COX/ Photo editor ting today. Everyone was swinging
the bats really well," Perine said.
Jennifer Cherveny led the charge
Junior pitcher Brian Neal throws to the plate during Ea.stem's March 21 with a 5-for-7 performance includvictory over the University of Illinois. 'The Panthers host Chicago State in a ing four stolen bases.
pair of doubleheaders this weekend.
Coli Turley and Sharna McEwan

Gunfor hire

helped the offensive
surge by both batting 4-for-8.
As of Sunday,
Cherveny was leading the team with a
.361 batting average.
Despite giving up
Beth Perine
only two runs in the
two games, Perine
is still concerned
about the defense.
"We had a couple lapses on
defense again but we made up for it
!f £li~ ~U1,£f!;n Pt!tH:il!! IUtHl.
Through Sunday's game·s the
Panthers were batting .281, while
holding their opponents to a batting average of .257.
Eastern has now won five of
their last six games heading into
this weekend's_conference matchups.
"This is such a confidence builder
for us going into a big weekend conference series," Perine said.
The Panthers continue their road
trip to Kansas City for a Saturday
doublehea'd er against MissouriKansas City. Then they travel to
Macomb for a Sunday doubleheader
against Western Illinois.

Cherveny giving softball team offensive boost
Center fielder
leading Panther
attack at plate
By ANTHONY MASELLA
Staff writer

For the past two seasons, Jennifer
Cherveny has been leading the
Eastern softball team in batting
average.
But the sophomore from Streator,
who is currently batting .361 for the
23-19 Panthers and is a career .350
hitter, will tell yo:u that she .i s very
surprised by her high average.
"Actually, batting average isn't
supposed to be high for me," Cherveny said. "I'm just supposed to
have a high on-base percentage. My
job is just to get on base. Luckily,
the hits have been falling.
"I've basically been a bunter, but
now I've incorporated the slap into
it. As (Eastern head coach) Beth
(Perine) has always told me, hit
down ~d get on base."
Get.tJng on bas,e ~~n't J>een•.too
much of a problem for Cher;venf. At

Streator High School, she was a
she has accumulated a .367 average
three-year, all-conference selection
(39-for~106).
and helped the team to the IHSA
When Cherveny
Class AA Sweet Sixteen her junior
year.
was placed in the
This season, Cherveny has colleadoff spot during
the March 24-26
lected at least one hit in 31 of
Eastern's 40 games. She is third on
Southern Illinois
University Invithe team in on""base percentage
(.375) and has struck out just six
tational, she restimes. She leads the team in hits
ponded with four
Jennifer
(51), runs scored (22) and stolen
multiple-hit
games
Cherveny
bases (12). She has been caught
- including a 3-forstealing just twice.
3 performance. Her
Cherveny opened the season with 9-for-18 spurt that weekend elevatan eight-game hitting streak in ed her batting average at the time
which she batted .400 - making it to .396.
.
the longest Panther hitting streak
Cherveny was batting .391 (43- .
this season. Since then, Cherveny for-110) through 32 games. Despite
has had a four-game hitting streak the drop in her average since, she
three times. She has batted 3-for-3 has still collected base hits in six of
three times and 4-for-4 once.
the last eight games.
"Jen is an inspiration to every"She never has bad days - she
body, she really is," Perine said. won't allow it," Perine said. "That's
"She is a great team player, leading helpful to the whole team."
by example. She works so hard in
And Cherveny - from the batters
practice (and) she has a great atti- box to the outfield - has been a
tude."
steady performer throughout her
Cherveny has 14 multiple-hit playing career. At Streator she was
games, 12 of them coming in the a first-team, All-State Selection as
...ieadoff poB!itaon. While batting in an outfielder bel' senior year.
t.he fi.Y.st sl°'1for 'ihe 1"lSi 29 games,
1Cliel'Veii1, 1t'bo' ~I at-a~ 85 of

86 games in the center field and all
40 this season, has an .889 :fielding
percentage this year. Her 46 putouts
this season for outfielders is second
on the team to freshman Emily
Starkey (51).
"Jennifer is not only solid at the
plate, but she can play in the outfield," Perine said. "I think it's
important to have somebody who
can lead, and Jennifer can do that."
Perine said Cherveny's speed,
which has helped her lead the team
in stolen bases for the past two seasons, benefits her in the outfield. .
"We can have the left and right
fielders attempt diving catches and
know that Jennifer will be there to
back them up," Perine said. "Having
somebody who likes to lead is your
No. 1 choice.
"She's a real leader, not only
offensively but defensively also. She
makes catches that most people
can't."
Cherveny, who has been playing
softball since age six, said she simply wants to contribute to the team.
"I just wanted to come here and
do my best for the team," Cherveny
said. "I continue to work at it and -do
my best. Softball is my love."

